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This study aims to elucidate the tribological mechanisms that are at the origin of the tactile perception of 
deterministic textured surfaces. A set of 51 custom-made surfaces were characterized from a psychophysical 
perspective to quantify their perception level according to three perception categories previously defined. 
Further, specific in vivo tribological tests and a numerical model allowed to determine the friction coefficient, 
the real contact area, and the friction induced vibrations related to the fingerpad/textures contact. Results 
highlight clear relationships between the mechanical signals and the perception level according to each category. 
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1. Introduction 

While in acoustics and optics the physical signals at the 
origin of the perception are well controlled, tactile 
perception remains largely misunderstood. Numerous 
studies dealt with the tribological behavior of the 
fingerpad when rubbing various surfaces and materials, 
and many other studies focused on the perception of 
textures related to their surface properties. Nonetheless, 
few studies attempted to link contact mechanics to tactile 
perception [1]. This study uses such a multidisciplinary 
approach and considers a large number of textured 
surfaces providing various tactile feedback. 

2. Methods 

A set of 51 polymeric and deterministic micro-textured 
surfaces were custom-made through a multi-step process 
including photolithography and replication/molding 
techniques. The resulting textures are flat surfaces 
exhibiting a pattern of identical cylindrical micro-dots 

regularly arranged in a hexagonal array. Two successive 
psychometric studies involving 25 volunteers allowed: (i) 
to classify the textures according to three perceptual 
categories (slippery, vibrating, and rough surfaces), and 
(ii) to evaluate the perception intensity of each texture, 
with respect to each category [2]. 
In parallel, in vivo fingerpad/texture friction tests were 
performed with a single volunteer using an in house 
designed tribometer. It allows monitoring the normal 
force FN, the friction force FT, the finger velocity V, and 
the friction induced vibrations �̈� thanks to a light 
accelerometer fixed on the volunteer’s fingernail. During 
experiments, the volunteer was asked to rub his finger on 
every texture in an unilateral motion in the ulnar direction 
with FN ≈ 0.4 N and V ≈ 30 mm/s. For each texture, the 
friction coefficient, the RMS value of �̈�, and the power 
spectral density (PSD) of �̈� were calculated. 
In addition, a numerical model was developed using the 
Lazarus code in order to estimate the real contact area of 
the volunteer’s fingerpad on each textured surface. The 
model is based on the analytical resolution of the 
punch/flat-surface Boussinesq theory, and the multi-
asperity problem is solved through a Gauss-Siedel 
algorithm. Mechanical properties, shape, and roughness 
of the modelled finger were measured in vivo on the 
volunteer’s fingerpad using dedicated experimental 
methods [3]. 

 
Figure 1: PSD of �̈� for the 51 textures (a), perception 
level related to the COF for slippery surfaces (b) and to 

the main frequency on the PSD for vibrating surfaces (c). 

3. Results and discussion 

The PSD of �̈� shows different features linked to each 
perception category: the sole 1st harmonic related to dots 
spatial period is excited for slippery surfaces whereas 
additional harmonics enriched the spectrum for vibrating 
surfaces, and rough surfaces resulted in a broadband 
spectrum (Fig. 1a). Moreover, the perception levels are 
highly correlated with the friction force for the slippery 
surfaces, and with the main vibration frequency for the 
vibrating surfaces (Fig. 1b-c). For these two texture 
categories, adhesion drives the friction since the COF is 
linearly correlated with the real contact area.  
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